THE PhD WORLD
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TIP #1

Start off with training activities during the first year, at most the second year.
TIP #2

Keep the Cruscotto updated at any time and follow strict rules to avoid issues and potentially losing opportunities!
TIP #3

Never underestimate the power of communication and organization: exploit soft skill courses too!
Responsibility
TIP #1

Use responsibility as a tool for personal and professional growth.
Responsibility

TIP #2
Switch among being a student, a researcher and a teacher, and always be aware of your rights and duties accordingly
TIP #3

Keeping informed is a right but also a duty
TIP #3

Keeping informed is a right but also a duty
TIP #1

For doubts/issues on important rules/topics avoid word of mouth, refer to your PhD students’ representatives.
TIP #2

Remember you are part of a community of students and you have representatives in several Institutional Bodies.
You have **PhD students’ representatives** in the Doctoral School (ScuDo) Council, the Academic Senate, the CUG, and in the Gender Observatory.
In February 2022, we founded ADI Polito, the very first PhD students' association of Politecnico di Torino.

ADI Polito is part of the Turin branch of the Association of PhD students and Doctors of Research in Italy (ADI Torino). You can find us on FB and Instagram!
TIP #3

Join our non-official social network channels!

ARE YOU A Ph.D. STUDENT @ POLITICO?
WE WANT YOU
Let the community grow!

[QR Code]
Welcome!

Fiorella Sibona
fiorella.sibona@polito.it